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Unit 42: Malware-initiated scanning attacks on the rise





News



Why the Keitaro TDS keeps causing security headaches


Keitaro insists it is on the side of the law, but threat actors continue to flock to the software company's traffic distribution system to redirect users to malicious domains.



News



Flaws in legacy D-Link NAS devices under attack


Internet scans show threat actors are targeting CVE-2024-3273 in thousands of end-of-life D-Link NAS devices, and exploitation requires no authentication.
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Risk & Repeat: Cyber Safety Review Board takes Microsoft to task


This podcast episode discusses the Cyber Safety Review Board's report on Microsoft and its conclusion that the software giant must overhaul its security culture.
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Ransomware attacks ravaged municipal governments in March


Many municipalities across the U.S. faced network outages, data breaches and large ransom demands following a flurry of ransomware attacks last month.
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Risk & Repeat: Cyber Safety Review Board takes Microsoft to task


This podcast episode discusses the Cyber Safety Review Board's report on Microsoft and its conclusion that the software giant must overhaul its security culture.
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News



Flaws in legacy D-Link NAS devices under attack


Internet scans show threat actors are targeting CVE-2024-3273 in thousands of end-of-life D-Link NAS devices and exploitation requires no authentication.
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News



Proofpoint: 'Hundreds' of Azure accounts compromised


Proofpoint researchers found that the attackers manipulated the MFA of compromised accounts, registering their own methods to maintain persistent access.
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News



Microsoft Copilot for Security brings GenAI to SOC teams


Microsoft's latest AI-powered tool, now generally available, has been beneficial for security teams regarding efficiency, but infosec experts see some room for improvements.
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Agent vs. agentless security: Learn the differences


Enterprises can either use an agent or agentless approach to monitor and secure their networks. Each approach has benefits and drawbacks.


	


Operations & Management
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5 tips for building a cybersecurity culture at your company


As a company's cyber-risks evolve, so must its culture. Here are five tips for creating a cybersecurity culture that protects the business and is meaningful for employees.
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XZ backdoor discovery reveals Linux supply chain attack
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Cloud computing forensics techniques for evidence acquisition
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9 cybersecurity trends to watch in 2024
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Agent vs. agentless security: Learn the differences
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5 areas to help secure your cyber-risk management program


To meet the challenges of managing cyber-risk, organizations need to have a cyber-risk management plan in place. Look at five areas to better secure your organization's assets.



	


Private vs. public vs. hybrid cloud security



	


Top 6 data security posture management use cases
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Microsoft Teams phishing attacks and how to prevent them


Users who think phishing happens only over email should think again. Learn about recent Microsoft Teams phishing attacks and how to defend against them.



	


How to prevent cloud account hijacking attacks



	


How to defend against phishing as a service and phishing kits



	


4 types of prompt injection attacks and how they work
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5 top OT threats and security challenges


Securing operational technology is particularly critical but also especially challenging. Consider these top OT threats and how to manage them.



	


10 enterprise patch management best practices



	


Cloud computing forensics techniques for evidence acquisition



	


5 tips for building a cybersecurity culture at your company
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E-Handbook | July 2021


Mitigating risk-based vulnerability management challenges

Download
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E-Handbook | June 2021


Security observability tools step up threat detection, response

Download
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E-Handbook | January 2021


SolarWinds supply chain attack explained: Need-to-know info
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E-Handbook | November 2020


Cyber insurance 101: Timely guidance on an essential tool

Download
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E-Zine | November 2020


AI cybersecurity raises analytics' accuracy, usability

Download
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How to perform a data protection impact assessment


Conducting a data protection impact assessment is key to evaluating potential risk factors that could pose a serious threat to individuals and their personal information.
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Fuzzy about fuzz testing? This fuzzing tutorial will help


Organizations are searching for ways to automate and improve their application security processes. Fuzz testing is one way to fill in some of the gaps.
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virus (computer virus)


A computer virus is a type of malware that attaches itself to a program or file. A virus can replicate and spread across an infected system and it often propagates to other systems, much like a biological virus spreads from host to host.
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Risk & Repeat: Cyber Safety Review Board takes Microsoft to task




	

Risk & Repeat: Alphv/BlackCat's chaotic exit (scam)


	

Risk & Repeat: Okta under fire after support system breach
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Risk & Repeat: Microsoft's Midnight Blizzard mess




	

Risk & Repeat: LockBit resurfaces after takedown
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Risk & Repeat: CISA hacked via Ivanti vulnerabilities
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Threats and vulnerabilities

Flaws in legacy D-Link NAS devices under attack

Internet scans show threat actors are targeting CVE-2024-3273 in thousands of end-of-life D-Link NAS devices and exploitation requires no authentication.


	
Data security and privacy

Ransomware attacks ravaged municipal governments in March

Many municipalities across the U.S. faced network outages, data breaches and large ransom demands following a flurry of ransomware attacks last month.


	
Threats and vulnerabilities

Infosec professionals praise CSRB report on Microsoft breach

Security professionals and executives weigh in on how the Cyber Safety Review Board handled its investigation into Microsoft and what it could mean for the tech giant.










Security Definitions


	virus (computer virus)
	Certified Information Security Manager (CISM)
	cryptography
	asymmetric cryptography


	identity provider
	vulnerability assessment
	phishing
	computer forensics (cyber forensics)


	cybersecurity
	Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
	operational risk
	risk reporting


	cyberterrorism
	keylogger (keystroke logger or system monitor)
	encryption
	dictionary attack
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The effects of network downtime and ways to fix it
Causes of network downtime include human error, misconfigurations and security threats. Experts weigh in on the consequences of ...


	

SASE vs. SD-WAN: What's the difference?
SASE and SD-WAN are two similar architectures administrators use to provide secure network access, but they differ in terms of ...


	

Infrastructure requirements for Kubernetes cluster networking
A well-architected network infrastructure is vital for Kubernetes cluster networking, providing seamless communication and ...









CIO

	

CHIPS and Science Act funds TSMC, Intel projects
The Biden administration has awarded billions through the CHIPS and Science Act to five companies to invest in building and ...


	

How to create a proof of concept with 6 free templates
What is a proof of concept and how does it help an organization? We dive into the importance of writing a PoC and provide a list ...


	

GDPR, EU AI Act will overlap as businesses face enforcement
Enforcement of the new EU AI Act remains up in the air as governing bodies are being established. Meanwhile, DPAs grapple with ...
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Windows XP EOL anniversary: 10 years of endpoint evolution
Windows XP EOL meant upgrading to Windows 7, but times have changed. IT pros can use the next upgrade cycle as an opportunity to ...


	

Guide to Linux patch management
While patching desktops has some universal aspects across systems, there are specific Linux best practices that Linux ...


	

How to change a Windows device name with Intune
There are several ways that IT administrators and users can change the name of Intune-managed Windows devices, but first they ...









Cloud Computing

	

Compare ESG tools from AWS, Azure and Google Cloud
ESG standards are beginning to influence how large enterprises procure and consume cloud services. Take a closer look at the ...


	

Thought leaders tips to obtain a secure cloud environment
Securing the cloud ecosystem is a multifaceted endeavor requiring both strategy and cooperation. Learn best practices and ...


	

How to Create an AWS Lambda Function with CloudFormation
Do you want to enhance automation, consistency, scalability and cost-effectiveness? Follow this step-by-step tutorial on how to ...
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Google Cloud embeds Gemini across product portfolio
Google Cloud’s Gemini model will power a slew of AI assistant capabilities across its portfolio to bring the benefits of ...


	

Civil servants more to blame for Post Office cover-up than ministers, says Alan Bates
Campaigning former subpostmaster believes the civil service has more to answer for than ministers in the Post Office Horizon ...


	

TeamViewer launches initiative to bring women into sports tech
TeamViewer’s flagship SheSportTech initiative aims to encourage more women into sports technology, offering ‘inspiration, ...
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